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LANGUAGE AS A MISSING LINK

Part 1: Why?
Purpose of this Toolkit

This toolkit is designed for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers to employ practices that apply language as a well-being indicator to improve educational, mental health, and well-being outcomes - and impact quality of life - from birth through adulthood.

Part 1: Why?
Language development dramatically and positively impacts life outcomes. Conversely, the failure to develop a capacity for effective communication jeopardizes emotional well-being and educational attainment. We must institute a new, proactive approach in which all who interact with caregivers and children employ the understanding that language is the primary vehicle for frequent and positive social connections. This approach will consider language as a well-being indicator that is foundational for literacy and academic success, emotional and mental health, and positive quality of life.

Part 2: What?
The toolkit guides us to follow these steps to proactively employ language as a well-being indicator. Practical strategies are provided to enable us to NOTICE language indicators of well-being, MONITOR engagement as a means to proactively gauge language development, SCREEN for potential difficulties with language development if indicated, and use the information gained from screening to ENHANCE opportunities for engagement at home, in the classroom, and in community settings. When children are engaged, their use of language is frequent, functional, socially oriented, and fluid across settings.

Part 3: How?
This toolkit provides tools to implement the “why” and “what” in a manner that is sustainable for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers. This section is designed to help apply the understanding that language is the primary vehicle for frequent and positive social connections. It begins with how we as peers can mentor one another—parent to parent, health care provider to health care provider, educator to educator—to identify what we’re already doing to enhance language and to identify opportunities. Several ideas are offered to address the gap between our knowledge of the impact of language and our universal practices and policies in order to apply this vision.
Part 1: WHY?

"If all my possessions were taken from me with one exception, I would choose to keep the power of communication, for by it I would soon regain all the rest."

- Daniel Webster

Language is the primary vehicle by which one communicates needs, formulates ideas, develops and maintains relationships, and understands the world around us.

Language includes:
- Expressive language: expressing one’s thoughts and feelings using gestures, facial expressions, vocalizations, words and writing,
- Receptive language: understanding the intents of others,
- Pragmatic language: the way verbal and nonverbal communication is used in social situations; it is also used to regulate emotions.

Language is foundational for literacy and educational success, emotional and mental health, and positive quality of life.

Language has a demonstrated protective effect on mental and physical health and well-being.

Language provides the “inner dialogue” essential to effectively reason, comprehend, regulate emotions, and cope with the demands of everyday life.

Words include speech, pictures, sign language, text, or technology.
**WHY** is language a missing link to social, emotional, cognitive, and academic development?  

- Development and use of language—from infancy through adulthood—can dramatically impact an individual's quality of life and life outcomes.

- The failure to develop a capacity for effective communication jeopardizes social connectedness, educational outcomes, and emotional and mental health.

- Difficulties with language development are associated with an increased risk of persistent emotional and mental health problems, school dropout, involvement with the juvenile justice system, and unemployment.

- Language development has a significant role in these outcomes, yet it is often not considered when developing solutions.

- Without noticing language as a missing link, we’re losing opportunities to improve the quality of life for children of all ages.

**WHY** is language an opportunity?

- If we consider language as a well-being indicator similar to others such as vision, hearing, and oral health, we can lessen the likelihood of misdiagnoses and prevent adverse outcomes.

- If we apply the understanding that engagement is a proactive gauge of language development, we can boost social communication, emotional regulation, and executive functioning.

- Language provides the capacity to obtain and understand basic health information essential to make appropriate health decisions that can impact lifelong physical and mental health outcomes.

It’s time for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers to institute a new, proactive approach that employs language as a well-being indicator.

**SPEECH VS. LANGUAGE**

*Speech* is how we physically produce sounds—articulation, voice, and fluency.

*Language* is about meaning and connection with others—expressing thoughts and emotions, understanding others’ intentions, and deciphering social cues.
## WHY IS LANGUAGE A MISSING LINK?

### INFANTS & TODDLERS

**BIRTH - 3 YEARS**

Frequent social interactions between babies and their caregivers are the “fuel” for developing language.

Language development through social connections in infants and toddlers has a direct impact on their emotional resilience.

### EARLY CHILDHOOD

**3 - 5 YEARS**

Language development in early childhood significantly predicts third-grade literacy and math outcomes.

Young children with well-developed language demonstrate greater emotional regulation and academic skills and fewer emotional or behavioral problems at kindergarten entry.

### ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN

**5 - 18 YEARS**

School-aged children with well-developed language also develop a strong “inner dialogue” that is needed to bolster social, emotional, cognitive, and academic development.

Difficulties with language development are frequently misinterpreted as cognitive, emotional, academic, or behavioral problems.

### CHILD WELFARE

**DIFFICULTIES WITH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT**

Difficulties with language development are often the missing link in children in foster care, when they appear to be out of touch with their feelings, use challenging behavior, and disengage with their caregivers, educators, and health care providers.

Children who have experienced abuse and neglect are at least three to six times more likely to have difficulties with language development than their peers, particularly in the areas of expression and social use of language. This often limits their use of language to communicating only basic needs rather than for social or emotional reasons.

### JUVENILE JUSTICE

Children and teens involved with juvenile justice are five times more likely to have difficulties with language development expected for their age than their peers who are not involved with juvenile justice.9, 21

Language is almost never considered when a child or teen doesn’t understand the proceedings and processes of the juvenile justice system, and when there is difficulty effectively expressing remorse. The expression of remorse is complex and requires effective use of language. Not only must the words be carefully selected—but the delivery, tone of voice, and facial expression are equally important.

---
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Infants & Toddlers (Birth - 3 Years)

The Missing Link
Frequent social interactions between babies and their caregivers are the “fuel” for developing language.

Language development through social connections in infants and toddlers has a direct impact on their emotional resilience.

The Opportunity
By mentoring caregivers to engage in language-rich social interactions, we create an opportunity for infants and toddlers to feel socially connected, understand routines, and express themselves through body language, gestures, play, and words.

When infants fall in love with the social world, the social brain becomes wired to learn language, which sets the stage for later social and academic success.

The Research
By age 2, most children use single words and brief phrases to communicate for many reasons, including requesting actions (“daddy up”) and requesting comfort (“mommy hug”). By kindergarten, they will demonstrate greater emotional regulation and academic skills and fewer challenging behaviors. 3, 4

Action Items
• Consider language as a well-being indicator similar to others such as vision, hearing, and oral health.
• Provide language nutrition coaching with expecting and new parents to strengthen caregiver efficacy to engage in frequent, positive, language-rich social interactions with their babies.
• Provide support for families of infants within birthing hospitals, including those admitted to a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), to experience socially engaging interactions with their babies.
• Implement a comprehensive approach in preventative care settings to universally notice, monitor, screen, and enhance engagement within typical interactions between families and their infants. (Refer to the “What” section of the toolkit to learn more.)

WATCH VIDEO
In this video, notice what the caregiver is doing to enhance engagement with his toddler — such as looking at the toddler when speaking, responding to the toddler’s gestures, and participating in back and forth conversation with the toddler.

Video Credit: ABC News

In this video, notice what the caregiver is doing to enhance engagement with his toddler — such as looking at the toddler when speaking, responding to the toddler’s gestures, and participating in back and forth conversation with the toddler.
Early Childhood (3 - 5 Years)

The Missing Link

Language development in early childhood significantly predicts third-grade literacy and math outcomes.

Young children with well-developed language demonstrate greater emotional regulation and academic skills and fewer emotional or behavioral problems when they enter kindergarten.

The Opportunity

Provide training for early childhood educators to enhance opportunities for engagement to help all children feel socially connected, understand social routines, and communicate to others what they have learned. When children are engaged, their use of language is frequent, functional, socially oriented, and fluid across settings.

The Research

Results from a national study of more than 265,000 five-year-olds found that children with effective use of language and communication were 19 times more likely to have high mental health competence than children without effective use of language and communication. 20

Children who have difficulties with language development at age 5 are four times more likely to have reading difficulties, three times more likely to have mental health difficulties, and two times more likely to be unemployed as an adult.

Action Items

- Consider language as a well-being indicator similar to others such as vision, hearing, and oral health.
- Expand use of strategies in routine well-child visits that provide families with guidance about noticing and how to enhance language development.
- Implement a comprehensive approach in early childhood settings to notice, monitor, screen, and enhance engagement within universal early childhood practice. (Refer to the “What” section of the toolkit to learn more.)

In this video, learn about investment as an element of engagement. Investment is the “why” of social interaction. We are more invested with those we interact with who stimulate our interest and provide support for us to stay connected (1:58-2:26).

WATCH VIDEO
Elementary & School-Ages (5-18 Years)

The Missing Link
School-aged children with well-developed language also develop a strong “inner dialogue” needed to bolster social, emotional, cognitive, behavioral, and academic development. 7, 8

Difficulties with language development are frequently misinterpreted as cognitive, emotional, academic, or behavioral problems. 5

The Opportunity
We can support language development by universally strengthening engagement in the environment using multimodal instruction to stimulate interest and motivation with hands-on materials, support an understanding of social routines through peer role models and visuals, and provide options and opportunities to convey one’s thoughts and feelings.

When language is enhanced, the risk for behavior challenges and mental health concerns can be mitigated. Language is vital to the development of an inner dialogue, which is required to effectively reason, regulate emotions, and cope with problems. This has a demonstrated protective effect on children’s mental health.

In this video, notice how the teacher provides visuals and related materials for each child and how this appears to give an option that enhances initiation, a key element of engagement (4:00–4:27).

WATCH VIDEO

The Research
Language development is one of the most important foundations for social and emotional development and educational progress. By the end of elementary school, only 15% of students with language difficulties achieve the expected reading level, compared to 61% of their peers. 3, 19

Action Items
- Consider language as a well-being indicator similar to others such as vision, hearing, and oral health.
- Train educators to notice language indicators of well-being and the engagement levels of their learners, such as social connectedness, following social routines, and the ability to express to others what they’ve learned.
- Support educators to enhance engagement through multiple modes of instruction—embedding language within natural routines that provide visuals, hands-on materials, and shared experiences—so that all students can share ideas, understand classroom discourse, transition from one activity to another, understand instructions, and successfully communicate with peers and adults.
- Implement a comprehensive approach in school settings to notice, monitor, screen, and enhance engagement within classroom lessons. (Refer to the “What” section of the toolkit to learn more.)
Difficulties with language development are often the missing link in children in foster care, when they appear to be out of touch with their feelings, use challenging behavior, and disengage with their caregivers, educators, and health care providers. Children in foster care are more likely to have difficulties with the social use of language. This often limits their use of language to communicating only basic needs rather than for social or emotional reasons.

When caregivers, educators, health providers, and court staff enhance their practices and environments to foster children’s engagement at home, in school, and other routine settings, more positive social, academic, and mental health outcomes can be achieved.

Children who have experienced abuse and neglect are at least three to six times more likely to have difficulties with language development than their peers, particularly in the areas of expression and the social use of language. Research revealed that 44% of 42-month-old neglected children had pragmatic language (social communication) difficulties, compared to 4% of non-neglected same-age peers. Children in foster care who do not indicate language development typically expected for their age experience longer stays in foster care than those without language difficulties.

Consider language as a well-being indicator similar to others such as vision, hearing, and oral health. Review and update existing policies, procedures, trainings, and practices to proactively employ language as a well-being indicator through developmentally responsive intake, assessment, care planning, and discharge protocols. Provide education to increase awareness and understanding of the relationship between language development and mental health development so that appropriate guidance is provided to meet children’s needs. Implement a comprehensive approach that enables family members, care providers, case managers, and others to notice, monitor, screen, and enhance engagement in every-day activities at home, at school, and in the community. (Refer to the “What” section of the toolkit to learn more.)

In this video, notice how the parents are enhancing social use of language through engaging both children while sharing a meal. They are helping the young children in the family build language through back and forth conversation with open-ended questions.

WATCH VIDEO
The Missing Link
Children and teens involved with juvenile justice are five times more likely to have difficulties with language development expected for their age than their peers who are not involved with juvenile justice. This is also likely relevant into adulthood populations.

Language development is almost never considered when an individual doesn’t engage in court proceedings and processes, and when they cannot effectively express remorse. In the justice system, expressions of remorse perceived as adequate are often rewarded, while inadequate expressions of remorse may result in harsher penalties.

However, expressing remorse requires substantial expressive, receptive, and pragmatic language. Not only must the words be correct, but the delivery, tone of voice, and facial expression enhance effectiveness.

The Opportunity
If we educate juvenile court and juvenile justice staff to notice a child’s language development upon intake, we have the opportunity to enhance our practices and environments in accordance with a child’s ability to understand judicial proceedings and processes, express remorse, and effectively communicate thoughts and feelings.

This opportunity can also be extended beyond intake by mentoring those interacting with children in juvenile justice facilities to strengthen the environment by promoting language use and understanding through multimodal strategies, such as visual supports for understanding, hands-on materials, and role play or rehearsal. For example, remorse is developed within reflective discourse and with the role models of caregivers.

The Research
Nearly two-thirds of children involved with juvenile justice have significant levels of difficulty with language development that compromise their participation during intake proceedings and their ability to engage in and benefit from rehabilitative strategies. However, language and communication are almost never considered at any point in the process.

Action Items
- Consider language as a well-being indicator similar to others such as vision, hearing, and oral health.
- Review and update existing policies, procedures, trainings, and practices to proactively employ language as a well-being indicator through developmentally responsive intake, assessment, care planning, and discharge protocols.
- Implement a comprehensive approach to notice, monitor, screen, and enhance engagement within universal settings in the juvenile justice system and in preparation for court appearances. (Refer to the “What” toolkit to learn more.)

“When children don’t have language, their behavior becomes their language.”

- Judge Peggy H. Walker, Ret., Douglas County Juvenile Court
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LANGUAGE AS A MISSING LINK

Part 2: What?
Purpose of this Toolkit

This toolkit is designed for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers to employ practices that apply language as a well-being indicator to improve educational, mental health, and well-being outcomes - and impact quality of life - from birth through adulthood.

Part 1: Why?

Language development dramatically and positively impacts life outcomes. Conversely, the failure to develop a capacity for effective communication jeopardizes emotional well-being and educational attainment. We must institute a new, proactive approach in which all who interact with caregivers and children employ the understanding that language is the primary vehicle for frequent and positive social connections. This approach will consider language as a well-being indicator that is foundational for literacy and academic success, emotional and mental health, and positive quality of life.

Part 2: What?

The toolkit guides us to follow these steps to proactively employ language as a well-being indicator. Practical strategies are provided to enable us to notice language indicators of well-being, monitor engagement as a means to proactively gauge language development, screen for potential difficulties with language development if indicated, and use the information gained from screening to enhance opportunities for engagement at home, in the classroom, and in community settings. When children are engaged, their use of language is frequent, functional, socially oriented, and fluid across settings.

Part 3: How?

This toolkit provides tools to implement the “why” and “what” in a manner that is sustainable for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers. This section is designed to help apply the understanding that language is the primary vehicle for frequent and positive social connections. It begins with how we as peers can mentor one another—parent to parent, health care provider to health care provider, educator to educator—to identify what we’re already doing to enhance language and to identify opportunities. Several ideas are offered to address the gap between our knowledge of the impact of language and our universal practices and policies in order to apply this vision.
Part 2: WHAT?

“When a flower doesn’t bloom, you fix the environment in which it grows, not the flower.”

- Alexander Den Heijer
WHAT are our next steps and opportunities?

In an attempt to employ language as a well-being indicator, opportunities exist for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers to integrate the following practices into everyday settings:

**NOTICE**
When we view language as a well-being indicator similar to others such as vision, hearing, and oral health, those who interact with children will NOTICE the language indicators of well-being that enable a child to communicate for different reasons (i.e., why a child is communicating), communicate in different ways (i.e., how a child is communicating), regulate emotions with the help of others, and regulate emotions on one’s own. It is these aspects of language that determine well-being and set the stage for literacy, academic and emotional resilience.

**MONITOR**
A simple tool can be used to MONITOR whether an individual or group of children is actively engaged, socially connected, following social norms and routines, and expressing thoughts and feelings to others. This tool helps those who interact with children discern where the missing link hasn’t yet been discovered. By monitoring engagement as a gauge of language development, we can observe children who may need an initial screening, since universally screening language development isn’t always feasible, cost effective, or necessary.

**SCREEN**
A brief, standardized screening tool can then be administered to SCREEN children observed during monitoring (a sample of available tools is provided in this section). Screening results should be used to inform how interactive social routines can be enhanced to benefit all children.

**ENHANCE**
Implement a comprehensive approach to ENHANCE language by supporting the knowledge of all those who interact with children to identify opportunities to fuel engagement. This begins by modifying the environment to enhance elements of engagement such as a child’s social connectedness (investment), understanding (independence), and opportunities to share what they know (initiation).
NOTICE

**NOTICE** language indicators of well-being by increasing awareness that:

- If we view language as a well-being indicator similar to others like vision, hearing, and oral health, caregivers, educators, and health care providers will become aware of language indicators of well-being proactively so we can be developmentally responsive when we NOTICE opportunities;

- There are specific aspects of language that are essential to well-being across the developmental continuum (from infancy through adulthood). These include:
  - **communicating for different reasons** (e.g., sharing attention, sharing emotion, requesting actions, share and requesting information),
  - **communicating in different ways** (e.g., gestures, facial expressions, tone of voice as well as a wide range of vocabulary and sentences expressed in multimodal ways – spoken language, written language, or assistive technology, etc.),
  - regulating emotions with the help of others (e.g., requesting assistance, requesting comfort, and regulating activities to soothe when distressed), and
  - regulating emotions on one’s own (e.g., using nonverbal and verbal strategies to self-soothe, anticipate transitions, and problem solve).

- If language development is already part of your work with families, educators, and other caregivers, please review this document to ensure these specific language indicators of well-being are being noticed and supported; and

- By recognizing language as a well-being indicator, the foundation will be laid to encourage those who interact with children to provide opportunities for frequent, language-rich, social interactions vital for social and emotional development, emotional regulation, and executive functioning.

This freely accessible tool can be shared with individuals, practitioners, and policymakers to generate awareness of language indicators of well-being from infancy through adulthood. These indicators relate to a child’s capacity to communicate for different reasons (i.e., why a child is communicating), to communicate in different ways (i.e., how a child is communicating), to regulate emotions with the help of others, and to regulate emotions on one’s own. It is these aspects of language that determine well-being and set the stage for literacy, academic and emotional resilience.

Find the column that best matches your learner so that you can be developmentally responsive.
**NOTICE Language Indicators of Well-Being**

### BEFORE WORDS

Children are building their attachment to the social world and communicating primarily through body language, gestures, and facial expressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Why</th>
<th>The How</th>
<th>Coping With Others</th>
<th>Coping On One’s Own</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responding to a familiar caregiver’s voice, gestures, touch, and facial expressions</td>
<td>Communicating for different purposes including: sharing attention, requesting, and sharing emotion</td>
<td>Soothing in response to others’ facial expressions, actions, and emotion/energy states</td>
<td>Using familiar routines and materials as a source of comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating for many reasons including starting social games, sharing, protesting, and requesting actions</td>
<td>Pairing gestures with sounds, routinized or imitated words (either speech, pictures, signs, or other)</td>
<td>Seeking comfort and engagement from familiar caregivers</td>
<td>Using objects familiar to natural routines to soothe during transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating to request assistance, share emotion, and request information (e.g., where’s___?)</td>
<td>Using of single words for object labels, people’s names, action words, modifiers, and relational words (e.g., up, down, in)</td>
<td>Seeking comfort from others by asking for attention and comfort items</td>
<td>Imitating simple play actions to rehearse real-life activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using gestures, facial expressions, imitated actions, or vocalizations to gain attention</td>
<td>Using and understanding of combinations of words with people’s names and verbs</td>
<td>Requesting soothing activities when distressed</td>
<td>Using play actions with objects to rehearse real-life activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EMERGING LANGUAGE

Children are beginning to use single words, brief phrases, and simple sentences with either speech, pictures, sign language, or technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Why</th>
<th>The How</th>
<th>Coping With Others</th>
<th>Coping On One’s Own</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicating for different purposes including: sharing attention, requesting, and sharing emotion</td>
<td>Pairing gestures with sounds, routinized or imitated words (either speech, pictures, signs, or other)</td>
<td>Soothing in response to others’ facial expressions, actions, and emotion/energy states</td>
<td>Using familiar routines and materials as a source of comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating for many reasons including starting social games, sharing, protesting, and requesting actions</td>
<td>Using of single words for object labels, people’s names, action words, modifiers, and relational words (e.g., up, down, in)</td>
<td>Seeking comfort and engagement from familiar caregivers</td>
<td>Using objects familiar to natural routines to soothe during transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating to request assistance, share emotion, and request information (e.g., where’s___?)</td>
<td>Using and understanding of combinations of words with people’s names and verbs</td>
<td>Seeking comfort from others by asking for attention and comfort items</td>
<td>Imitating simple play actions to rehearse real-life activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using gestures, facial expressions, imitated actions, or vocalizations to gain attention</td>
<td>Using and understanding of combinations of words with people’s names and verbs</td>
<td>Requesting soothing activities when distressed</td>
<td>Using play actions with objects to rehearse real-life activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Symbols” refers to spoken words, written words, picture symbols, sign language, etc.

This table was developed by Rubin, Weldon, McGiboney, Thomas & Pileggi (2023); Reference: Prizant, Wetherby, Rubin, Laurent & Rydell (2006); Updated September 2023
## Language Indicators of Well-Being

### Developing Language Competence

Children are using simple and complex sentences, while still developing their use and understanding of language in unfamiliar situations, for a range of communicative functions (expressing emotion, asking for help, sharing remorse), and for the use of inner self-talk to guide their behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Why</th>
<th>The How</th>
<th>Coping With Others</th>
<th>Coping On One’s Own</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicating to share emotion and describe the emotions of others</td>
<td>Using simple sentences, including those with people’s names, verbs and nouns (either speech, pictures or symbols)</td>
<td>Requesting soothing items when distressed</td>
<td>Using self-regulatory language or symbols to anticipate transitions between activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating to share simple stories and past events</td>
<td>Using a range of sentences, including complex (either speech, pictures or symbols)</td>
<td>Repairing breakdowns in communication and sharing causes of emotion</td>
<td>Using self-regulatory language or symbols to anticipate the steps of extended activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiating and maintaining conversation by both commenting and requesting information</td>
<td>Providing essential background information based upon listener’s perspective</td>
<td>Requesting a break, assistance, and regulating activities to soothe when distressed</td>
<td>Using self-regulatory language by telling stories and enacting social sequences to prepare for future events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating for many purposes including negotiating, collaborating, and expressing remorse or empathy with others</td>
<td>Understanding and using complex sentences as well as a range of gestures, facial expressions, and tone of voice as a means to interpret figurative language (e.g., metaphors), humor and sarcasm</td>
<td>Responding to assistance offered by others to either engage or soothe in new and challenging activities</td>
<td>Using language or symbols to problem-solve and self-monitor in current or future events (i.e., executive functioning)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Symbols” refers to spoken words, written words, picture symbols, sign language, etc.

This table was developed by Rubin, Weldon, McGiboney, Thomas & Pileggi (2023); Reference: Prizant, Wetherby, Rubin, Laurent & Rydell (2006); Updated September 2023
whether an individual or group of children are socially connected, following social routines, and expressing their thoughts and feelings to others with the free and easy to use Social Engagement Ladder. Discover potential missed opportunities to boost language development.

3 I’s: ELEMENTS OF ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

Get a gauge of engagement in everyday settings that involve social interaction to monitor language development.

**INVESTMENT**

Are children motivated to engage and stay connected?

Investment is the “why” of language use and relates to our social connectedness. We use language when we have something to say; we learn more language when we have many opportunities and reasons to communicate with others; and we engage with our caregivers, educators, and peers when we feel connected.

**INDEPENDENCE**

Do children know what to do and what is being taught?

“Knowing what to do”—following social routines, listening to others, anticipating others’ actions, problem-solving on one’s own—is a result of language comprehension and supports independence. We engage in everyday activities and follow social routines when we understand conventional forms of non-verbal language like gestures and facial expressions and have access to previously modeled language and tools that remind us of the meaning of language such as multimedia, graphics, role play, and hands-on materials. This helps develop our inner dialogue to regulate emotions and problem solve in social situations—also known as executive functioning.

**INITIATION**

Are children sharing what they know?

We initiate when we communicate with others in different ways—both verbally and nonverbally—when we have opportunities and options, and when we interact with those who respond to our many forms of communication, including facial expressions, gestures, words, and writing.

For more information on these tools, please visit: www.SEE-KS.com
The Social Engagement Ladder

When children display all “3 I’s” of engagement, communication is frequent, functional, socially oriented, and fluid across settings. This typically indicates a level of engagement which fuels language use and development.

When the ladder highlights opportunities to enhance engagement, this may be a result of a mismatch between the child’s current language indicators of well-being and the supports available to that child both interpersonally and in the environment.

The Social Engagement Ladder monitors whether children are actively engaged in everyday activities that involve social interaction. This tool measures investment, independence, and initiation when engaging in everyday activities.

Learn how to use the Social Engagement Ladder as a tool to measure engagement:

- Finding the Fuel for Learning—Infant-Toddler Settings
- Finding the Fuel for Learning—Early Childhood Settings
- Finding the Fuel for Learning—Elementary Settings
- Finding the Fuel for Learning—Teenagers & Secondary School-Aged Settings

For more information on these tools, please visit: www.SEE-KS.com
Children who are at **0** (not focused) or **1** (emerging/fleeting) may be those whose engagement is either not evident or inconsistent, while a **2** (partially engaged) represents a child who is responsive and present. Children who are at **3** (mostly engaged) or **4** (fully engaged) are displaying positive emotion, participating in social routines, and communicating their thoughts and feelings in an effective and back and forth manner.

For children who score a **0**, **1** or **2**, there are opportunities to **ENHANCE** engagement.

If a child is at a **0**, **1**, or a **2** in the whole group version, it would also then be recommended that an individual Social Engagement Ladder be used to determine if those engagement levels are consistent across settings. If a child is at **0**, **1**, or **2** in several activities, this highlights a potential need to **SCREEN**. A brief language screening to discern whether language development might be a missing link contributing to their disengagement may support our efforts to **ENHANCE** engagement.

**0: No Focus**  
Child is not engaged, looking away

**1: Emerging/Fleeting**  
Child engagement is not evident or consistent

**2: Partially Engaged**  
Child is responsive and present

**3: Mostly Engaged**  
Displaying positive emotion, participating in routines

**4: Fully Engaged**  
Communicating thoughts and feelings in an effective and sustained manner

Photo source: Tronick, E. Still Face Experiment, UMass Boston
We can administer a brief screening tool with children who consistently score 0, 1, or 2 on the Social Engagement Ladder during typical interactive daily activities. Using a standardized screening tool can help discern the presence of difficulties with language development, and these results inform how daily routines in the environment can be enhanced with strategies that benefit all children.

- These screening tools can be administered in brief periods of time (10 – 20 minutes) and compare the child to the performance of same-aged peers. Please note that the data yielded are based upon neurotypical ranges and may not accurately represent an individual or neurodivergent learner.

- A screening tool identifies opportunities to enhance the learning setting for children who may have opportunities to develop language indicators of well-being, and determine the need for additional language assessment for children with significant language difficulties.

- Screening is too often used only to identify significant difficulties. However, even simple differences in language expression, understanding, and use are worthy of attention. Observing these differences can be used by adults to enhance the environment.

- A screening tool can be used to discern differences in levels of language development from same-aged peers that are notable, but not significant—a finding that yields immediate implications for those who interact with the child.

- Screening tools that consider expressive, receptive, and pragmatic language that are relevant for infancy through adolescence include:
  - Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales Developmental Profile™ Infant-Toddler Checklist (6 months to 2 years)
  - Preschool Language Scales—5-Screener (Birth to 8 years)
  - Childhood Communication Checklist—2 (CCC-2) (4 to 17 years)
  - Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals—Preschool—3-Screener (3 to 7 years)
  - Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals—5-Screener (5 to 21 years)

- While results may warrant a deeper and more comprehensive assessment conducted by a licensed speech language pathologist, this initial screening can be conducted by those who interact with the child in health, education, social, and therapeutic settings, such as nurses, social workers, and counselors.

- The next step is to ENHANCE active engagement by addressing language understanding, expression, and use within everyday activities and creating an environment that’s supportive at a more universal level.
We can enhance active engagement by supporting the knowledge, skills, and self-efficacy of individuals and practitioners who interact with children, such as families and other caregivers, educators, and health care providers, to enhance the environment when there are opportunities to strengthen one of the “3 i’s” of engagement.

**INVESTMENT**

When a child is withdrawn, distracted, depressed, or showing a lack of sustained attention, there may be opportunities to strengthen their language indicators of well-being (both in terms of why they are communicating and how they are regulating emotions). We can modify our communication style by adjusting our response to the child, providing opportunities for the child to connect, and modifying the environment by embedding more hands-on, movement-based, and relevant materials.

**INDEPENDENCE**

When a child has difficulties knowing what to do or what to expect, there may be opportunities to strengthen their language indicators of well-being (particularly in the use and understanding of language and language to regulate emotions on one’s own). We can strengthen independence by embedding more visuals, hands-on, movement-based, and relevant, real-life materials.

**INITIATION**

When a child uses behavior instead of language to communicate, shows limited or no remorse/empathy, and/or displays limited social interactions, this may be an opportunity to strengthen their language indicators of well-being (particularly by expanding the basket of strategies that they have to communicate). We strengthen initiation by encouraging many opportunities to communicate, and the use of multimodal strategies for the child to share what they know, such as visuals and hands-on materials.

For more information on these tools, please visit: www.SEE-KS.com

Let’s **ENHANCE** our Learning Environments

**SEE-KS Quick Reference Tool**

When opportunities to enhance language indicators of well-being are identified as we NOTICE, MONITOR or SCREEN, the **SEE-KS Quick Reference Tool for the “3 i’s” of Engagement** can be shared with the child, family members, educators, health care providers, and other caregivers so that we can provide developmentally responsive environments.

This freely accessible resource provides the guidance for enhancing everyday routines with strategies to foster engagement for children who are before words (using gestures and body language), emerging language (using words, brief phrases, and sentences with multimodal language), developing language competence (using simple and complex sentences in familiar settings), or fully conversational. Refer to the “How” section of the toolkit to learn how to use this tool when mentoring others.

For more information on these tools, please visit: www.SEE-KS.com
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LANGUAGE AS A MISSING LINK
Part 3: How?
Purpose of this Toolkit

This toolkit is designed for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers to employ practices that apply language as a well-being indicator to improve educational, mental health, and well-being outcomes - and impact quality of life - from birth through adulthood.

Part 1: Why?
Language development dramatically and positively impacts life outcomes. Conversely, the failure to develop a capacity for effective communication jeopardizes emotional well-being and educational attainment. We must institute a new, proactive approach in which all who interact with caregivers and children employ the understanding that language is the primary vehicle for frequent and positive social connections. This approach will consider language as a well-being indicator that is foundational for literacy and academic success, emotional and mental health, and positive quality of life.

Part 2: What?
The toolkit guides us to follow these steps to proactively employ language as a well-being indicator. Practical strategies are provided to enable us to NOTICE language indicators of well-being, MONITOR engagement as a means to proactively gauge language development, SCREEN for potential difficulties with language development if indicated, and use the information gained from screening to ENHANCE opportunities for engagement at home, in the classroom, and in community settings. When children are engaged, their use of language is frequent, functional, socially oriented, and fluid across settings.

Part 3: How?
This toolkit provides tools to implement the “why” and “what” in a manner that is sustainable for individuals, practitioners, and policymakers. This section is designed to help apply the understanding that language is the primary vehicle for frequent and positive social connections. It begins with how we as peers can mentor one another—parent to parent, health care provider to health care provider, educator to educator—to identify what we’re already doing to enhance language and to identify opportunities. Several ideas are offered to address the gap between our knowledge of the impact of language and our universal practices and policies in order to apply this vision.
“What’s working, and how can we do more of it? Sounds simple, doesn’t it? Yet, this obvious question is almost never asked.”

- Chip and Dan Heath
At the individual level, employing the Language as a Missing Link Toolkit will include the ability to:

**NOTICE**

Notice Language Indicators of Well-Being

The **NOTICE Language Indicators of Well-Being** tool highlights specific aspects of language that are essential to well-being across the developmental continuum (from infancy through adulthood). This resource was developed to support individuals who interact with children in all settings, such as well-child visits, home visiting, classrooms, child welfare, and juvenile justice. Awareness and understanding of language development advances more informed decision-making and expands opportunities to guide practice and policy.

**MONITOR**

Monitor Language Indicators of Well-Being

The indicators within this tool are not only related to expressive language, but also receptive and pragmatic language. These relate to a child’s capacity to communicate for different reasons (i.e., why a child is communicating), to communicate in different ways (i.e., how a child is communicating), to regulate emotions with the help of others, and to regulate emotions on one’s own. It is these aspects of language that determine well-being and set the stage of literacy, academic and emotional resilience.

**SCREEN**

Screen Language Indicators of Well-Being

To **NOTICE** language development is an outcome of action items in the “Why” section of the toolkit, such as expanding the use of strategies in routine well-child visits to the doctor that provide families with guidance about noticing—and opportunities to enhance—language development; providing educators with tools to notice expressive, receptive, and pragmatic language; and supporting use of these tools by child welfare and juvenile justice staff, particularly upon intake into these systems.

**ENHANCE**

Enhance Language Indicators of Well-Being

This toolkit provides a freely accessible tool for noticing language indicators of well-being.
At the individual level, employing the Language as a Missing Link Toolkit will include the ability to:

**NOTICE** MONITOR SCREEN ENHANCE

This toolkit provides a freely accessible tool that can be used to **MONITOR** the engagement of an individual or group of children. Caregivers, educators, and health care providers, and others who interact with children on a daily basis can use the **Social Engagement Ladder** to record engagement levels. Refer to the “What” section of the toolkit for instructions and video tutorials for use.

This information can be used to **MONITOR** whether children are socially connected, following social routines, and expressing their thoughts and feelings to others. For children who frequently score 0 (not focused), 1 (emerging/fleeting), or 2 (partially engaged) in daily activities that are interactive in nature, this information can be shared with those who have been trained to complete a brief language screening, such as nurses, social workers, and counselors.

The use of a screening tool may help discern whether language difficulties might be a missing link contributing to their disengagement. Refer to the “What” section of the toolkit for information about administering screening tools.
At the individual level, employing the Language as a Missing Link Toolkit will include the ability to:

**NOTICE**  **MONITOR**  **SCREEN**  **ENHANCE**

The “What” section of the toolkit includes a list of brief language screening tools.

A language **SCREEN** provides information that might indicate opportunities to enhance engagement as a gauge of language development in everyday routines and activities.

While the results occasionally may warrant a deeper and more comprehensive assessment conducted by a licensed speech-language pathologist, the screening itself may generate an awareness of language vulnerabilities, indicating the need to **ENHANCE** opportunities for engagement in universal settings.
At the individual level, employing the Language as a Missing Link Toolkit will include the ability to:

- **Notice**
- **Monitor**
- **Screen**
- **Enhance**

In this toolkit, freely accessible tools are provided for individuals to mentor one another to enhance the environment to foster engagement and boost language development.

An **appreciative inquiry** method is embedded in our mentorship format and mentorship materials. Appreciative inquiry refers to a process of change that begins by identifying what is already working, and then supporting the mentee by inquiring where they see opportunities for next steps.

Mentorship might involve having an educator mentor—another educator, a parent mentor—another parent, or a health care professional mentor—another health care professional. This peer-to-peer format is ideal as we’re simply noticing what interactive strategies appear to foster engagement, rather than critiquing or evaluating. If the mentorship is used by an instructional coach with an educator or a social worker with a parent, it will be important that one’s role as a mentor during this process be identified upfront so the mentee is comfortable being observed and supported.

The Social Emotional Engagement—Knowledge and Skills (SEE-KS) approach offers a **Six-Step Mentorship** process that is easy to follow and can be implemented by all who interact with children to mentor one another to appreciate what’s working to foster engagement and brainstorm additional strategies to **Enhance** engagement.
The **SEE-KS Six-Step Mentorship process** is designed to align with adult learning techniques by building upon what mentees are already doing to facilitate interactions and following their curiosity about where there may be opportunities for next steps.

The approach’s affirmative nature provides an appeal that generates continued and sustained interest in having these conversations, which reinforces the use of language as a well-being indicator.

### Step 1
Clarify one’s role by pointing out or noticing what is already working to foster engagement. Then provide an opportunity for the mentee to identify an aspect of engagement where there may be opportunities to enhance one of the “3 I’s” of engagement—Investment, Independence, and Initiation.

### Step 2
Provide an opportunity for mentees to share what they know about a given activity, what they hope the children do with respect to their communication and language development, what is already working, and where there might be opportunities to enhance engagement.

### Step 3
Have a mentor observe the mentee engaging with an individual or group of children, noticing what they’re doing that appears to foster investment, independence, and initiation.

In appreciative inquiry, the focus is on what is enhancing—not interfering. So, look for those moments that are successful and share those observations.

### Step 4
Mentees are asked where they believe opportunities might exist to enhance engagement within the activity in one of the “3 I’s” of engagement.

Once an “I” of engagement is selected, mentors may ask if the mentees have a sense of what they might do to enhance this element or if they want to collaborate. When collaborating, the mentor reads with the mentee the section of the **Quick Reference Tool** that aligns with the child’s language level⁰ and the selected “I” of engagement. This tool provides ideas to enhance investment, independence, and initiation. The mentor can, once again, inquire, “Do you have a sense of where you might go next to enhance engagement, or would you like to collaborate?” to see if additional brainstorming would be helpful.

### Step 5
Create an action plan of next steps that identifies opportunities to enhance engagement. This step provides an opportunity to check in to ensure whether next steps are realistic and resources are available—asking questions like “Can you make it fast? Can you make it last?”

### Step 6

For more information on these tools, please visit: [www.SEE-KS.com](http://www.SEE-KS.com)
At the practice and policy levels, employing practices that apply language as a well-being indicator will include:

- reviewing and updating existing policies, procedures, and practices so that we create the conditions for our children to communicate effectively and be actively engaged,

- providing ongoing training using the toolkit tools to strengthen the capacity of practitioners across all sectors to NOTICE language development with the Notice Language Indicators of Well-Being Tool,

- equipping one or more individuals to train the toolkit strategies to MONITOR engagement within whole group and individual settings, preventing the need for universal screening, while enhancing awareness of mismatches between the child's current language indicators of well-being and the supports available to that child interpersonally and in the environment,

- identifying responsible individuals and providing training and access to tools to SCREEN language development when indicated,

- supporting practitioners to ENHANCE opportunities for engagement by prioritizing mentorship that aligns with adult learning styles using the SEE-KS Six-Step Mentorship framework and equipping them to mentor one another. When an individual is supported in this mentorship framework, they will have the knowledge and skills to support their peers to engage in this process; this sustainability is essential for creating a culture where discussing engagement and language development is part of the culture of a given setting.
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